
 

 

Nilfisk-CFM launch InfiniClean – An Endless Filtration Solution 

 

Nilfisk-CFM have launched InfiniClean, an automatic filter cleaning system predominantly 

for 24/7 continuous duty applications. The system requires no additional power source or 

operator involvement making it ideal for the pharmaceutical and food industry amongst 

other industrial processes. 

Clogged filters severely effect vacuum performance, causing expensive downtime and 

increased service costs. The new InfiniClean solution is an automatic, standalone cartridge 

cleaning system that simply cleans continually when the vacuum is turned on. Benefits 

include prolonged filter life, increased operating time and no requirement for additional 

compressed air systems. The endless filtration system is also very quiet. 

The ingenious design works by exploiting the pressure difference between exhaust air and 

air being sucked into the vacuum to clean the cartridges. M Class cartridges are therefore 

sequentially and periodically cleaned maintaining the highest possible efficiency and 

productivity achieving 99.99% filtration at 0.3 micron. 

InfiniClean was first devised for the T40 range but has now been launched for the White 

Line Models VHW320, VHW420 and VHW440, ranging from 1.5 KW to 4 KW. 

Nilfisk-CFM are renowned in markets across the world for their range of, mobile or fixed, 

industrial vacuum solutions. The range comprises over 50 basic models, from 0.5 up to 100 

Hp that can be customised in more than 500 variations to solve any problem in the 

industrial arena. Products include Industrial Vacuums, Pneumatic Conveyors and Centralised 

Vacuum Systems. Continuous product development and expert, focused sales teams have 

resulted in Nilfisk-CFM’s reputation as one of the leading manufacturers in this field. 

Nilfisk-CFM are a division of Nilfisk-Advance,one of the world's largest manufacturers of 

commercial and industrial cleaning equipment. From Tub Vacuums through to Grounds 

Maintenance and Road Sweepers Nilfisk-Advance offers a complete and affordable solution 

to all cleaning challenges.  

To book a demonstration or to speak to a member of the specialised Nilfisk-CFM team in the 

UK contact01768 868995 www.nilfisk-cfm.co.uk 
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